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Madras Middle School, Coweta County
Learning Outcomes:
1. Compare the academic  and behavior 
pyramid of interventions (POI).
2. Research based interventions at each level




● Standards Based 
Classroom
● 80% of students
Tier 1
● Classroom instruction by 
specialist
● Parent training
● School wide behavior 
plan
● Graph or chart weekly 
progress
● Collaborative teaching
● Title 1 schoolwide plan
● Differentiated Instruction 
● Flexible grouping in the 
classroom
● Informal collaboration 
with other educators
● Parent/ teacher/ student 
conferences
● Progress reports
● Routine skill 
assessments
     Tier 2
● Needs based 
learning
● 15%
● Early intervention program 
(EIP)
● ESOL
● Behavior contracts/ charts/ 
FBAs
● Extended day programs
● Collaborative classrooms
● Specialists for small group 
sessions - time limited
● After school tutoring
● Summer school programs
● Extensive individual 
interventions





● Intense progress 
monitoring
     Tier 3












This is the struggle with 
academics...






The Basics of 
Behavior
































Teachers who take behavior 
personally
Baiting teacher into reacting
“Tried everything”
Data shows results
● Data Collection Example
● Data Goal Sheet
● Data Collection - Frequency Count







● Seating arrangements 
that encourage interaction
● A “do now” activator
● Multiple representations
● Language rich, visual 
environment
Non-examples
● Exclusively individual seat 
work
● Exclusively using text book
● Zeros for not turning in work


















Confusing the problem with the 
student
Parents bring 
us their best 
kid
Activity…
Which one of 
you???
Assume that this should be easy


If a child can’t learn the 
way we teach, maybe we 
should teach the way 
they learn.” 
Ignacio ‘Nacho ‘Estrada






● Antecedent, Behavior, Consequence 
Form
● ABC Form






1. Compare the academic  and behavior 
pyramid of interventions (POI).
2. Research based interventions at each level
3. Circumventing difficulties 
